Look at the sentences below. There are three stories here. The sentences are all in the correct order, but the three stories are mixed up. Make the three stories, A, B, and C.

...A...........In 1944 Nicholas Alkemade was in a plane over Germany.
...B...........A New York man went up the Empire State Building.
...C...........In 1989 Thomas Root was on his way from Washington to Florida in a small plane.

.............He had a heart attack and became unconscious.
.............He jumped out of a window. But he didn't die.
.............The German guns hit the plane.

.............The wind caught him and blew him through another window.
.............He jumped out of the plane before it exploded.
.............The plane flew for 1000 miles and then crashed into the sea.

.............He landed in the NBC television studio in the middle of a programme.
.............The crash woke him up.
.............He fell 5485m. He didn't have a parachute.

.............He landed in some snow in a forest.
.............He climbed out of the plane before it sank.
.............The TV presenter interviewed him.

.............He swam away and a helicopter rescued him.
.............He didn't break any bones.
.............He said, 'I changed my mind after I jumped.'